Ion implantation is known to enhance the mechanical properties of biomaterials such as, e.g., the wear resistance of orthopedic joints. Increasing the surface area of implants may likewise improve their integration with, e.g., bone tissue, which requires surface features with sizes in the micron range. Ion implantation of biocompatible metals has recently been demonstrated to induce surface ripples with wavelengths of a few microns. However, the physical mechanisms controlling the formation and characteristics of these patterns are yet to be understood. We bombard Ti and Ti-6Al-4V surfaces with 1.0-MeV Au þ ions. Analysis by scanning electron and atomic force microscopies shows the formation of surface ripples with typical dimensions in the micron range, with potential indeed for biomedical applications. Under the present specific experimental conditions, the ripple properties are seen to strongly depend on the fluence of the implanted ions while being weakly dependent on the target material. Moreover, by examining experiments performed for incidence angle values θ ¼ 8°, 23°, 49°, and 67°, we confirm the existence of a threshold incidence angle for (ripple) pattern formation. Surface indentation is also used to study surface features under additional values of θ, agreeing with our single-angle experiments. All properties of the surface structuring process are very similar to those found in the production of surface nanopatterns under low-energy ion bombardment of semiconductor targets, in which the stopping power is dominated by nuclear contributions, as in our experiments. We consider a continuum model that combines the effects of various physical processes as originally developed in that context, with parameters that we estimate under a binary-collision approximation. Notably, reasonable agreement with our experimental observations is achieved, even under our high-energy conditions. Accordingly, in our system, ripple formation is determined by mass-redistribution currents reinforced by ion-implantation effects, which compete with an unstable curvature dependence of the sputtering yield.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surfaces with roughness in the nano-to micrometer range have the potential for biomedical applications such as orthopedic implants [1] . This is the case due to the enhanced adherence of associated bone molecules to a metal implant [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For Ti and its alloys, which are materials with excellent biointegration properties, implantation of a noble gas [7] or gold ions [8] at MeV energies have both demonstrated surface structuring with typical scales in such a desirable range. However, at this time, the physical mechanisms that control the formation of such structures and their characteristics-e.g., how their lateral and vertical dimensions depend on the ion-target combination, the average ion energy, or the incidence angle-are not yet understood. In order to enhance the range of possible bioapplications, it is crucial to identify and understand such type of process. This increased knowledge would open the way to inducing patterns with predesigned morphological properties (e.g., roughness, aspect ratio of surface topographical features, symmetry of their in-plane ordering, etc.) on the material of choice for each specific bioapplication. Moreover, such type of work would bridge the gap between the physics of ion-atom interactions and future technological applications.
In the specific case of the 1.0-MeV Au þ ion bombardment of Ti and its alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) targets, ripplelike structures do emerge on the surfaces as a result of some selforganization process [8] , which are reminiscent of similar behaviors found for ion-beam irradiation at low energies in the (sub-)keV range; see Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] for reviews. For the latter class of systems, surface nanopatterning has been attributed to the interplay of surface erosion with the collective behavior of collision cascades within the nearsurface region of the material. The phenomenon has a large degree of universality, featuring similar characteristics independently of the type of substrate (semiconducting, metallic, or insulating) or ion (noble gases, reactive ions).
Even though this type of nanoscale surface structure was initially deemed undesirable [13, 14] , they are now expected to allow for many different applications from optoelectronics or magnetism to catalysis, or materials biofunctionalization. These applications have fostered the study of surface nanostructuring by ion-beam sputtering (IBS) at low (around 1 keV) to medium (tens of keV) energies, at which the typical scales of the ensuing surface features range from tens to hundreds of nanometers [9] [10] [11] [12] . With the goal of controlling the properties of the surface patterns, great effort have been devoted to determine the key physical mechanisms controlling their emergence. Morphological studies have proven quite successful in this regard: for instance, assessing the occurrence of ripple formation or surface smoothing with, e.g., ion incidence angle, allows us to discard one type of mechanism with respect to other, e.g., an unstable geometrical dependence of the sputtering yield with curvature vs surface-confined viscous flow [9] [10] [11] [12] .
As an important example among the monoelemental targets, silicon is possibly the material which has been studied in greatest detail [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] due to its obvious potential for applications, and because it is representative of semiconductors and materials which become similarly amorphous under irradiation by keV ions [12] . Indeed, the present understanding is that sustained ion irradiation induces the formation of an amorphous surface layer that controls the morphological evolution of the system. Under generic conditions on ion species and energy (up to, say, 100 keV, indicating that ion energy loss is mostly due to nuclear stopping) no pattern forms if the angle of incidence of the ions to the surface normal θ is below a threshold value θ c ≈ 50°. At these low-angle conditions, the surface is dominated by mass redistribution [so-called CarterVishnyakov (CV) [15, 23] ] effects induced by the ion beam or, within a mesoscopic description, by viscous flow driven by ion-induced residual stress [21, [24] [25] [26] . For θ > θ c , the differential exposure of surface locations to the ion beam, combined with the incompressibility of the amorphous layer, leads to ripple formation. Actually, the viscous-flow description of the process predicts that the typical ripple wavelength will be roughly proportional to the ion energy, as is seen in many semiconductors [21, 25] .
For still-larger incidence angles, the thickness of the amorphous layer decreases substantially, and sputtering effects play a role. As pointed out by Bradley and Harper (BH) while they worked on Sigmund's linear cascade approximation in regard to collision cascades [27] , the behavior of the sputtering yield with local surface curvature induces roughening since surface minima erode faster than surface maxima: the so-called BH instability. When in competition with smoothing mechanisms such as, e.g., thermal surface diffusion or CV currents, this geometrical effect can also lead to ripple formation, whereby the surface morphology is characterized by a well-defined typical wave number and its associated length scale. We should also note that implantation of nonvolatile or reactive ions has been put forward very recently as a mechanism for ripple formation under low-energy IBS [28, 29] . Specifically, ion implantation is seen to act effectively as a negative sputtering yield in such a way that, while it is morphologically stable for incidence angles below a certain threshold value, it has a destabilizing effect along the projection of the beam direction for incidence angles above threshold, akin to the destabilizing effect of mass redistribution or viscous flow for noble-gas ions. Finally, note that it is also possible to induce patterns which differ from simple periodic ripples (e.g., dots, holes, or more-complex ripples) by IBS of Si targets by still other means, e.g., via codeposition or implantation of metallic impurities [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . However, little is known about the possibility of inducing surface patterns at substantially higher ion energies-say, in the 1 MeV range-except for some observations of ripples on silica [35, 36] .
The previous picture of surface patterning by low-tomedium-energy IBS was developed for semiconductors. In stark contrast, metals do not become amorphous under keV ion irradiation [10, 37] . Actually, for low ion fluxes and/or intermediate temperatures (the diffusive regime), the surface morphology of metals undergoing IBS is not determined by the ion beam. Nevertheless, for large ion fluxes and/or very low or very high temperatures, a so-called erosive regime does exist in which ion irradiation controls the surface morphology [10, 37] . In this regime, the behavior is reminiscent of the case of Si at a high incidence angle: the thickness of the surface layer where the material is subject to transport is very small, and erosive BH-type effects seem to dominate [38] . Again, seemingly very little is known about the behavior of metallic targets for high energies in the MeV range.
In this work, we perform a morphological study of Ti and Ti-6Al-4V targets irradiated by 1.0-MeV Au þ ions. After the realization that surface ripples do arise in such a process [8] -with typical sizes in the micron range that suggest applications to improved tissue-implant biointegrationwe conduct a systematic study of the dependence of the ripple formation process with fluence and target material. We explicitly pursue an analogy with the low-energy case in detail in order to investigate the physical nature of the mechanisms controlling the surface pattern-formation process in the MeV range. Specifically, the experimental system we study is characterized by smaller electronic than nuclear contributions to ion stopping, as also occurs under the usual low-to-medium-energy irradiation conditions, which suggests that similar physical processes may be at play. Note that this is comparable to a case of ion irradiation of Si up to 100-120 keV (see Ref. [39] and the references therein), or of Ge up to 100 keV [40] . Note that, as mentioned above, precisely for the class of targets which are or become amorphous upon low-to-medium-energy irradiation, the typical sizes of the produced surface features scale almost linearly with energy [21, 25] . If this result could be extrapolated to high ion energies, it would indicate that the ensuing patterns should have sizes in the micron range, as has been experimentally found [8] . Moreover, at 1 MeV, we assess the occurrence of a threshold value for the incidence angle above which surface ripples develop, again in strong analogy to the case of semiconductors at lower energies. All of these morphological similarities with low-energy ion irradiation may shed light on the physical processes occurring at high energies and could prove helpful in future detailed theoretical investigation of the latter.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our experimental system and procedures. A morphological analysis is presented in Sec. III. The data obtained are considered from a theoretical-modeling perspective in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to a general discussion of our results. Finally, Sec. VI contains a summary of the main results and our conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENTS
In this research, Ti and Ti-6Al-4V rods with a 1.0-cm diameter, purchased from Goodfellow Corporation, are cut to a thickness of 3-5 mm and polished to a mirror finish. The manufacturer-quoted purity for Ti is 99.6+%, and the alloy is distributed accordingly by weight: 90% Ti, 6% Al, and 4% V. The polishing procedure consists of grinding paper from P400 to P4000 (FEPA grading), followed by 3.0-, 1.0-, and 0.5-μm diamond compounds and ending with an ultrasonic bath for 30 min in ethyl alcohol. 1.0-MeV Au þ ions are then implanted in the near surface of Ti and Ti-6Al-4V using a 3 MV tandem Pelletron accelerator (NEC 9SDH-2 Pelletron) located at the Instituto de Física of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM). Implanted ions reach, on average, a depth of almost half a micron at 45°angle, with a distorted Gaussian distribution leaning toward the surface [8] , with a flux of 5.2 × 10 12 ions cm −2 s −1 and at incidence angles θ ¼ 8°, 23°, 45°, 49°, and 67°with respect to the surface normal. Angles of incidence θ ¼ 23°, 49°, and 67°are also investigated by indentation with a Vickers™ microhardness tester before implantation. Angles of incidence on each plane within the indentation are different and depend on the ion-beam direction. Obtained surfaces are subsequently analyzed with electron microscopes (JEOL SEM, model 5600-LV and JEOL SPM, model 4210) revealing the formation of ripples and similar structures. Initial polished surfaces are also characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode, displaying an average roughness of 8.24 AE 4.6 nm (22.9 AE 12.5 nm) for the Ti (Ti-6Al-4V) sample, over a ð25 × 25Þ-μm area. After ion implantation, the surface roughness changes according to ion fluence and angle of incidence.
Ion-implantation experiments carried out for near-normal (θ ¼ 8°) and oblique (θ ¼ 45°) incidence show a clear difference; see Fig. 1 for scanning-electron-microscopy (SEM) images. Both materials, Ti and its alloy Ti-6Al-4V, show rough morphologies for near-normal incidence, but ripples at 45°. These ripples are quite disordered, their ridges showing many interruptions, but they constitute a distinctively different morphology than the near-normal incidence topographies. An oblique incidence angle often correlates with a higher erosion rate of the target material. This angle dependence induces faster evolution of the surface, with the result of an undulated morphology in this case, in contrast to the result for near-normal ion incidence. For the θ ¼ 45°condition, SEM and optical micrographs for a longer fluence (Φ ¼ 4.7 × 10 17 ions cm −2 ) are available in Ref. [8] . A comparison with Fig. 1 suggests that the structures shown in the latter merge laterally along sustained irradiation in order to form fully (albeit still disordered) banded structures in the form of faceted ripples. From this point of view, the structures seen in Fig. 1 and their dynamics seem reminiscent of those (etch pits) obtained at early times on the surface of Si targets by oblique bombardment with suitable, e.g., Ar þ or Xe þ , (10-40)-keV ions [41] [42] [43] .
Independent oblique-incidence-angle implantations are also performed in order to understand the possible influence of experimental conditions-fluence, type of target, etc.-on the formation of surface ripples. These conditions are discussed in the next section. Specifically, as mentioned above, a threshold value θ c exists for the angle of incidence in the case of semiconductor IBS at low to medium energies, such that ripples form only for θ > θ c ; this is already evident in our case. A critical angle like this signals a loss of stability with respect to surface morphology of some of the physical mechanisms acting in the system. Typically, at lower ion energies, the value of the critical angle θ c ranges from 45°up to 65°, depending of the iontarget combination [12, 21] . An analogous critical angle associated with the implantation of nonvolatile ions also seems to be close to 45°-50° [28, 29] .
III. SURFACE ANALYSIS
In the case of oblique incidence angles above threshold, the observed pattern shapes can depend on the precise angle of incidence and fluence for each experiment, and they can take different forms even within the time evolution of a single system [27, 44, 45] . In principle, as in most patternforming systems [46] , ripple growth at small fluences corresponds to a so-called linear regime, which is the one described, e.g., by the BH or CV models. This time regime is a transient period during which ripples arise as the effect of the amplification or decay of periodic perturbations of a homogeneous configuration of the target height. Under conditions which depend on experimental parameters [10] , the amplitude of one of such periodic perturbations is amplified at a maximum rate, its periodicity giving rise to the observed ripple wavelength [15, 27] . For longer fluences, additional so-called nonlinear effects take over [44, 47] , necessarily attenuating the exponential amplitude growth characteristic of the linear regime. Moreover, while ripples have quite a sinusoidal shape during the early-time linear regime, nonlinear effects induce departure of the surface topography from a sinusoidal form, leading eventually into forms which are less up-down symmetric and less smooth, like ridges, facets, defected arrangements, etc. Note, the stochastic nature of ion arrival is an additional source of pattern disorder in the substrate plane by inducing initial amplification of surface disturbances randomly throughout the target [44, 47] .
A. Fluence dependence of the surface morphology
This subsection describes the surface morphology of ion-implanted Ti and Ti-6Al-4V samples for a varying ion fluence at the fixed incidence angle θ ¼ 45°. difference in space resolution for the horizontal and vertical axes employed in this figure, which enhances the surface disturbances. To support our discussion, we carry out statistical analyses of the AFM surface topographies through the corresponding powerspectral-density function, height-height correlation function, and two-dimensional autocorrelation function, as obtained using the GWYDDION software [49, 50] ; see the SM [48] .
Two types of shapes, one nearly symmetric (smaller, with a lateral size of approximately 0.7 μm and a height of about 70 nm) and a second asymmetric (approximately twice as large) one, are already observed in Ti-implanted samples at the smallest fluence, while for Ti-6Al-4V, the surface remains structureless for Φ ¼ 6.5 × 10 16 ions cm −2 . The nearly symmetric shapes have similar slopes, while asymmetric shapes differ in their uphill and downhill slopes. For the asymmetric shapes, uphill slopes tend to be smooth, while downhill slopes fall sharply with respect to the ion-beam direction. For an increasing ion fluence, the sawtooth profile becomes more clearly defined for both targets. Still, for the longest fluence, the morphology of Ti-6Al-4V differs somewhat from what is observed in pure titanium: on the alloy surface, structures are less faceted and more symmetric and do not feature flat tops. Although the limited number of fluence values does not allow for a precise determination of the amplitude growth rate, these data suggest a close-to-linear relation between ripple amplitude and implantation dose. At the longest fluence, structures measure approximately 2.5 μm in lateral size and 1 μm in height. In general, asymmetric sawtooth forms arise frequently at low and medium energies due to the geometric shadowing effect induced by the ion beam [12, 39, 51] .
B. Surface morphology dependence with the incidence angle
As mentioned above, up-to-date data for low-to-medium ion energies suggest the case of semiconductor targets as the most similar class of systems to the one we are investigating, in the sense that there is a nonzero threshold angle for ripple formation. This section is devoted to assessing in more detail the dependence of the ripple formation process with θ for our Ti and Ti-6Al-4V targets. Indeed, the results shown in Fig. 1 indicate that, under 1.0-MeV Au þ irradiation, 0°< θ c < 45°. Furthermore, we observe that there exists an incubation fluence of approximately 6.0 × 10 16 cm −2 for both materials, below which no ripples form. Again, this is similar to the case for semiconductors at low-to-medium energy [12] .
We carry out additional experiments at θ ¼ 23°, 45°, 49°, and 67°. views. The latter are summarized in Fig. 7 , which displays representative transverse 1D cuts for increasing incidence angles. Maximum-to-minimum height differences are given in Table I .
Inspection of these figures suggests similarities and differences between the two target materials. At low incidence angles (θ ¼ 23°), the surfaces appear to be rough, with large round shapes for Ti samples, but they are nearly flat for the alloy. Nevertheless, the overall maximum-tominimum height difference is similar for the two materials; see Table I . Also, in both cases, at higher angles of incidence (θ ¼ 45°), highly disordered surface ripples form, and they are less pronounced and disordered for the still-larger θ ¼ 49°. These surface changes seem to be very similar to those previously found on Si at approximately 20 keV [41] [42] [43] . Finally, at more-glancing angles where θ ¼ 67°, the morphology becomes less anisotropic and rough for Ti, and slightly so also for the alloy, although some anisotropy still remains.
Further work regarding the dependence on the angle of incidence is carried out by inducing textures on other surface planes. A microhardness tester (Matsuzawa MHT-2) with a Vickers indenter geometry is utilized to make indentations on Ti and Ti-6Al-4V surfaces. This procedure creates four triangular planes; two opposite pairs of planes form angles of 136°and 22°with respect to the surface normal of the sample (see Fig. 8 , left panel). A weight F g ¼ 200 gf (gram force) is applied on the surface to deform it. Under normal indentation conditions, the mark left by the indentation resembles a rhomboidal figure on a flat surface, with a depth proportional to 1=7 of the diagonal. In the rotated version (a squarelike mark is obtained), if an ion beam at θ ¼ 45°implants the region in the presence of the marking, angles of 23°, 49°, and 67°w ith respect to these planes occur (see Fig. 8 , right panel). The applied stress on the samples is approximately equal to 2.15 and 3.23 GPa for Ti and Ti-6Al-4V, respectively [52] . The formation of surface structures occurs regardless of the initially applied pressure and depends only on the angle of incidence; compare the generation of surface structures for 67°and 49°with the behavior under θ ¼ 23°in Fig. 9 . This result is reminiscent of the irrelevance of the initial state of disorder in the surface amorphous layer obtained for the low-energy irradiation of Si [53] . Overall, the θ-dependent behavior we find in our indentation experiments agrees largely with the results obtained through single-angle-ofincidence implantations.
Finally, careful inspection of the indentation borders suggests the accumulation of material, the motion of surface ripples in the direction of the ion beam, and the stopping at the borders of the indentation. All of these features are reminiscent of ripple in-plane transport as induced viscous flow at the topmost surface layer, as in the low-to-medium-energy case of semiconductor and insulator targets [24, [53] [54] [55] .
IV. MODELING CONSIDERATIONS
The macroscopic time scales associated with surface pattern formation and evolution in IBS experiments make continuum models a natural choice for the theoretical description [56] . This type of framework has been particularly well developed for systems in which the stopping power is dominated by nuclear contributions [57] . Hence, it is quite natural to discuss our results in the context of such continuum models. Indeed, in our experiments, the incubation time for ripple formation is in the range of hours, while, as can be checked by Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) simulations [58] , the energy distribution is dominated by nuclear contributions; see the SM [48] for a numerical comparison between the nuclear and electronic stopping powers, where semiempirical models of the sputtering yield [59, 60] are considered.
A. Physical mechanisms
For systems which are or which become amorphous under irradiation-like semiconductors at low-to-medium ion energies-a continuum model of ripple formation was developed in the late 1980s based on the dependence of the sputtering yield upon the surface geometry and the angle of incidence, combined with relaxation by thermally activated surface self-diffusion [27] . The model is a partial differential equation for the height of the bombarded target, meant to describe the linear stages of evolution. In this linear model, Bradley and Harper [27] were able to successfully predict the direction and wavelength of surface ripples at high temperatures. While this well-known model captures the essential elements of many experimental observations [10] , it fails to predict roughness saturation, an important experimental observation at long time periods. Likewise, given its neglect of mass-redistribution effects [15] , the BH models fails to predict the nonzero threshold value for the incidence angle which is observed in most amorphizable materials [12] . Note, however, that these effects seem to be less relevant for metals at low-to-medium ion energies [10, 37] since the degree of amorphization is drastically smaller in comparison [61] .
Improvements over the original BH model have been put forward that incorporate additional linear and nonlinear mechanisms; see Ref. [56] for an overview. For systems in which a nonzero value of θ c occurs, CV [15] seminally advocated the role of mass redistribution to counterbalance a morphologically unstable sputtering yield, so θ c ≠ 0. Still, the ensuing original CV prediction of a universal θ ¼ 45°value has been demonstrated to not be accurate experimentally [21] . Microscopically, this shortcoming originates in the nontrivial competition between erosive and redistributive effects [22, 62, 63] . Mesoscopically, it correlates with the properties of the space distribution of residual ion-induced stress that is eventually relaxed via viscous flow. In spite of strong approximations such as, e.g., a constant density, the latter view [21] accounts for the variability of the value of θ c with the ion-target combination and the scaling of the typical ripple wavelength with the average ion energy.
Note that alternative continuum models exist for the implantation of fast heavy ions into amorphous targets. Based on a description of ion-induced thermal spikes [57] , viscoelastic shear stress relaxation in the affected regions has been proposed [64] to account for track formation [65] or for anisotropic plastic deformation [66] . Although implications have been extracted for the topography and evolution of the target surface, in the form of surface smoothing, wave formation, and surface roughening [67] , we are not aware of predictions concerning the dependence of these properties on, e.g., incidence angle.
Very recently, proposals of an important pattern-forming role for ion implantation were put forward by Bradley and Hofsäss based on a continuum model of self-sputtering [28] , on binary-collision-based Monte Carlo simulations, and on a comparison to low-energy experiments for tetrahedral amorphous carbon films under conditions with a small sputtering yield [22] . The basic idea is that implantation of a substantial number of nonvolatile ions may, by itself, account for surface nanostructuring. This seems to be a natural proposal for our present system: (i) the mechanism has been shown to lead to θ c ≠ 0 [22, 28] ; (ii) as such, the amorphization rate may be not sufficiently high for metallic targets; and (iii) when nuclear stopping dominates, cascades occur mostly due to binary collisions, rather than thermal spikes. In view of the previous considerations on alternative mechanisms, these facts suggest a possible role for ion implantation in our experiments. Indeed, after a long fluence, e.g., Φ ¼ 4.7 × 10 17 ions cm −2 , an equivalent 80-nm-thick film is implanted, where for Au we have taken an atomic volume of 10.2 cm 3 =mol. This is a sizable amount of material that may influence surface topography. Moreover, most of the implanted Au remains relatively close to the surface, especially for long time periods. We employ Rutherford backscattering (RBS) to measure the Au concentration as a function of implanted depth for increasing fluences; see Fig. 10 . The evolution is similar for Ti and its alloy, the rate being perhaps faster for the former (as seems to occur with the fluence dependence of the surface topography) than for the latter: while the Au concentration peaks within the target for small fluences, the position of this maximum gets closer to the surface for increasing Φ values. Note that these measurements are over large surface regions and may be influenced by retrodispersed ions arriving from diverse origins throughout the large surface probed.
B. Continuum model and SRIM simulations
We can estimate the effects on the surface morphology of the competition between sputtering, mass redistribution, and ion implantation. The onset of pattern formation is correctly captured by a linear equation [56] ; hence, we consider
where hðx; y; tÞ is the height value at time t above point ðx; yÞ on a reference plane, and J is the nominal ion flux. In Eq. (1), we consider only the terms that are relevant to the onset of pattern formation. Ripples form under conditions (e.g., θ > θ c ) where C 11 or C 22 < 0, periodic along the direction, x or y, which features the most negative C ii coefficient [10, 12] . While different physical mechanisms introduce diverse dependencies of C ii on experimental conditions (e.g., sputtering yield, incidence angle and energy, etc.), the structure of the interface equation (1) is shared by the mechanisms we are discussing. This behavior also applies to K > 0, which collects surface-smoothing contributions from such physical processes. Given that it is the change of sign of second-orderderivative ("curvature") coefficients, C ii , which signals pattern formation [10, 12] , and working to linear approximation, we focus on the behavior of these coefficients, for which we consider independent contributions from different processes as
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) correspond, respectively, to sputtering [68, 69] , mass redistribution [15, 17, 70] , and ion implantation [28] . We will employ certain analytical expressions available in the literature, which relate them to physical parameters, in order to study the onset of pattern formation as a function of the incidence angle. Detailed expressions can be found in the quoted references (see also the Appendix). Specifically, for sputtering, we consider a recent improvement [68, 69] over Sigmund's classic model of energy distribution, which is able to better account for results of molecular-dynamics simulations [71] , including predictions on, e.g., maxima of the sputtering yield YðθÞ for incidence angles θ < 90°. The contribution from mass-redistribution effects to Eq. (2), C CV ii , is modeled by employing the three-dimensional generalization [17] of the original CV formulas, taking into account fluxreduction issues at high incidence angles [70] . To derive an estimate and for computational ease, we leave further [28] , where Y 0 is the average sputtering yield of a flat surface at normal incidence, Ω is the substrate atomic volume, a sputt (a impl ) is the average depth for energy deposition (ion implantation), α impl (β impl ) is the corresponding longitudinal (transverse) straggling length, and δ is the average travel distance of the recoil atoms. All of these quantities can be evaluated by SRIM for our experimental conditions; see the Appendix for details. Using the results described there, we obtain C sputt ii ≈ 9.78 ð9.98Þ nm 4 , C CV ii ≈ 13.11 ð57.18Þ nm 4 , and C impl ii ≈ 0.16 ð0.21Þ nm 4 for Ti (Ti-6Al-4V). These coefficient values already suggest the predominance of mass redistribution for our experimental systems.
Actually, the analytical formulas in Refs. [17, 28, [68] [69] [70] ] allow us to go further and assess the full behavior of Eq. (2) with incidence angle θ. The results are provided in Fig. 11 (12) for Ti (Ti-6Al-4V), which plots C ii together with the individual contributions from the different physical mechanisms. In spite of quantitative differences in the numerical values of C ii , the qualitative behavior is very similar for Ti and Ti-6Al-4V. Indeed, in both systems, mass redistribution and ion implantation behave similarly (although, in each case, CV currents are numerically larger), with both becoming destabilizing along the x direction for θ ≳ 45°and being unconditionally stabilizing along the y axis. Conversely, and similar to the classic Sigmund description, sputtering is destabilizing along the y direction for all θ values and becomes stabilizing (and numerically substantial) along x for θ ≳ 80°. Although not easily appreciated in Figs. 11 and 12 due to the vertical scales employed, C sputt 11 < C sputt 22 < 0 (as classically expected) virtually up to this value of θ. When combining all contributions together, Figs. 11 and 12 predict a critical angle for pattern formation θ c ≃ 45°, above which ripples appear that are periodic along the x direction. Eventually, for θ > θ Ã c ≈ 80°, the ripple structure rotates and becomes periodic along the y direction.
V. DISCUSSION
The results of our SRIM simulations via the continuum model equation (1) suggest that a competition of mass redistribution, sputtering, and ion implantation drives ripple 
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PHYS. REV. APPLIED 8, 064027 (2017) 064027-9 formation in our experiments, for both Ti and its alloy. Admittedly, agreement with our experiments is not fully quantitative. Indeed, in view of all the approximations required by the model estimate (in the derivation of the model formulas and in the SRIM estimates of the parameters involved), the 45°value obtained for the critical angle is probably somewhat fortuitous. Also, the value obtained for the second critical angle, at which the ripple orientation rotates, θ Ã c ≈ 80°, is likely affected by the approximations made in the sputtering model, which lead to C sputt 11 peaking (not shown) at roughly 200 nm 4 for θ ≈ 85°for both materials. Likewise, the CV formulas that we employ admit a number of improvements [22, 62, 63] that may change the numerical value obtained for θ Ã c , perhaps bringing it closer to the 67°value at which our experimental surfaces display less structuring. With respect to the Au ion-implantation profile, note that it evolves with fluence in the experiments (recall Fig. 10 ), while it is assumed to be time independent in our model above. Nevertheless, the model is meant to describe the pattern-formation mechanism in the (small-fluence) linear regime, during which the experimental implantation profile does conform with the theoretical assumption.
Specifically, Figs. 11 and 12 predict properties of the pattern-formation process that agree with our experiments, including the similarities in the process for Ti and Ti-6Al-4V and the existence of a window of incidence angles θ c < θ < θ Ã c for the formation of periodic ripples along the x direction. The numerical values obtained for the various contributions to the curvature coefficients indicate a primary role for massredistribution effects. Sputtering and ion implantation are comparable in their secondary roles, although the former gains relative importance at high incidence angles, not unlike the case of semiconductor targets at low energies [22, 62] .
This relevance of mass redistribution indicates that an amorphization process is taking place on the topmost surface layer of the targets, induced by the implantation process. Although we are not yet able to assess such an amorphous layer explicitly in our samples, the existence of an incubation time for pattern formation and the nonzero value of the critical angle that we experimentally assess both agree with this fact. Within a mesoscopic description [21] , for θ > θ c , pattern formation takes place only provided irradiation has induced enough residual stress in the target, so as to induce ripples in the process of stress relaxation via some form of flow. This property accounts for the incubation time. If the implanted region can be thought of as an incompressible material, then ripples only form for large enough incidence angles θ [21] , accounting for the nonzero value of θ c . While ion implantation reinforces this behavior, a curvaturedependent sputtering yield counteracts it, only overriding it at glancing incidence angles, where mass-redistribution currents (or surface-confined viscous flow) are strongly suppressed by the geometric incidence conditions. The linear equation (1) describing the formation of ripples predicts, in principle, sinusoidal shapes, while in our experiments, highly disordered ripples are obtained for implantation fluences approximately equal to 10 17 ions cm −2 , with sawtoothlike profiles which are nonsinusoidal. Detailed analyses of the equations of motion relating surface ripples suggest that nonlinear terms are important factors in the long-fluence behavior [44, 45, 47, [72] [73] [74] . Specifically, after a crossover time, the nonlinear terms lead to a stabilization of the linear instability [45, 75] , entering a period dominated by coarsening and/or kinetic roughening of surface structures, which may ultimately lead to a steady state. Ripples remaining during nonlinear behavior are typically nonsinusoidal; hence, it is natural to expect our large fluence surfaces to be within such a dynamical regime.
Our work is performed in the high-energy regime, where the formation of ripples is largely unknown. These experiments are comparison to most of the work found in the literature, which focuses on low energies due to the accessibility and applicability of the available theories [9, 10, 12] . Since ion damage depends on energy, low-energy implantation is desired for near-surface penetration depths. Surface modifications for the semiconductor industry commonly utilize nanometer-sized components requiring lowenergy ions. In the case of our work, Au implantation is much deeper, peaking at around 40 nm within the target for an angle of incidence of 45° [8] . The formation of surface ripples with a mean wavelength on the order of microns (λ ≈ 3 μm) opens an alternative area of the materials science, with a particular potential for biological applications.
Note that a comparison with low-to-mediumenergy experiments still requires a mention of additional aspects-specifically, the type of substrate and of ions. With respect to the first item, we have to further remark that metallic targets are known not to become amorphous under low-to-medium ion bombardment, even within the erosive regime [37] . Furthermore, diffusion and thermally activated relaxation mechanisms play a larger role in the pattern formation on these substrates [38, 61] . The formation of surface structures on Ti and Ti-6Al-4V may presumably be subject to similar mechanisms, although the fact that θ c ≠ 0 suggests that they may be less relevant at high energies.
Furthermore, for lower ion energies and monoelemental targets, a sufficiently high concentration of metallic contaminants [19, 32, 33, 76] or the use of metallic ions [34] is known, at times, to play a key role in triggering pattern formation under conditions for which no structure would otherwise form. This behavior is seen, for example, in normal-incidence experiments on semiconductors, where metallic impurities generate a surface instability. Meanwhile, for the case of alloys, ripple formation may emerge as a result of the interplay between differential sputtering and atomic segregation [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . In the work of Baur and Hormes [82] , Au implantation of Ti-6Al-4V substrates with energies in the keV range leads to the intermetallic compound AuTi 3 . The potential relevance of this compound formation remains to be assessed. However, at least for low-to-medium ion energies, alloy formation and impurity deposition seem to be associated with θ c ¼ 0°, which again contrasts with our observations.
As mentioned in the Introduction, our experiments are strongly motivated by the potential medical uses of ionimplanted metallic samples since surface structures with roughnesses in a wide range of scales from nanometers to microns offer prospects in orthopedic implant applications [1] . Specifically, Ti and its alloys are known to deliver a high strength-to-weight ratio, increasing longevity in hip and knee replacements [2] . In our case, surface modification by ion implantation with noble ions supports this possibility. Although surface structures obtained through ion irradiation do not automatically guarantee osseointegration, surface chemical post-treatments may assist with the procedure [4] .
Numerous studies have focused on the osseointegration mechanism of the metallic implant with the bone tissue [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The osseointegration of Ti-based biomaterials enables the adherence of proteins and thus the migration of bone cells onto the metal-bone interface. The use of ion implantation along with a post-treatment hydroxyapatite (HA) coating may become an effective method of realizing a biomechanical surface. Moreover, ion-implanted HAcoated Ti-6Al-4V substrates have demonstrated improvement with respect to wear resistance or fatigue properties [4] .
Braceras et al. [7] performed WST-1 [83] assessments of hFOB 1.19 cells on ion-implanted Ti surfaces, displaying early growth and proliferation. Their tests were performed off of the ATCC recommendation for culture cells. We can speculate that our experimental roughness values are in a suitable range for bone tissue [1, 7] , which is a couple hundred nanometers, possibly enhancing the adhesion, growth, and proliferation of bone cells.
From a general point of view, while the formation of surface structures is a rather general feature of ion irradiation of materials, their description still lacks a general theory. For technological applications, the dependence of the characteristics of the surface morphology on the materials and on other experimental parameters is significant; hence, the identification of the main physical mechanisms driving the formation of the surface patterns becomes critical. We present advances in the understanding of pattern formation under high-energy bombardment by exploiting the relations with many features of the process at lower ion energies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work explores the formation of surface structures by ion implantation at 1 MeV of energy under different experimental conditions. We demonstrate the occurrence of surface morphological behavior that has been previously assessed at low and medium energies. Specifically, 1.0-MeV Au þ ion implantation of Ti and Ti-6Al-4V at oblique incidence angles is performed. The formation of surface structures is observed to depend on experimental conditions. For θ ¼ 45°and a fluence of approximately 6.0 × 10 16 ions cm −2 , surface ripples begin to form. Micrometer-sized structures are obtained at an increasing ion fluence. The existence of a nonzero critical angle of incidence for ripple formation is akin to that observed at low and medium energies for semiconducting materials. Other surface structures are obtained after ion implantations at 23°, 49°, and 67°angles. These results for obliqueincidence-angle implantations are largely reproduced using Vickers indentations. Both materials behave similarly, despite the enhanced initial surface stress.
Numerical comparison with continuum models developed for low-energy conditions in which nuclear stopping is also predominant allow to identify mass-redistribution effects as the main physical mechanism driving ripple formation in our system. This process cooperates with ion implantation and competes with a curvature-dependent sputtering yield. Nevertheless, other processes need to be considered in the future, such as the formation of compounds with a heterogeneous response under implantation. Our work may thus open alternative areas of study, with a potential for improving the predictive power of current continuum theories of surface structuring under ion bombardment. We note that, to date, no theory has successfully explained the behavior observed at high energies when nuclear stopping is dominant. More elaborate models are expected to describe our experiments, which describe the amorphization of the near-surface region and/or composition-related effects more accurately.
With respect to biomedical applications, as discussed above, the adherence of associated bone molecules on the metal implant is expected to play an important role for osseointegration. It would be interesting to, e.g., compare the performance of our (previously HA-coated) Ti vs Ti-6Al-4V targets with respect to the actual cell growth and proliferation. This comparison would provide a specific practical instance to assess the way in which the surface roughness of orthopedic implants can be controlled via suitable ion-implantation procedures. (1) AND (2) 1. (Modified) Sigmund model of sputtering
We estimate the contribution of sputtering to Eqs. (1) and (2) in the main text by evaluating the coefficients C sputt ii for i ¼ x, y, as estimated within the improved Sigmund model of energy deposition [69] , which agrees better with Monte Carlo simulations than the classic Sigmund model [27] . The analytical derivations performed in that reference require the use of an also improved so-called crater formalism [68] . The parameters appearing in the final formulas of Ref. [69] which we are employing are as follows: the average energy deposition depth a sputt , the longitudinal (α sputt ) and transverse (β sputt ) straggling lengths, the average sputtering yield of a flat surface at normal incidence Y 0 , the substrate atomic volume Ω, and the apparent incidence angle ψ ¼ ρθ, where 1 < ρ < 2 is a model constant that can be estimated from the fact [69] that the sputtering yield has a maximum at π=ð2ρÞ; specifically, we take ρ ¼ 90=85 for both materials; see the representative SRIM results for the yield as a function of θ in the SM [48] . We use numerical values for these quantities either from tables (Ω Ti ¼ 0.018 nm 3 and Ω Ti6Al4V ¼ 0.016 nm 3 ) or from our SRIM simulations following Ref. [70] ; see Table II .
As an illustration, Fig. 13 shows the distribution of recoil end positions after irradiation of Ti and Ti-6Al-4V by tenthousand 1-MeV Au ions under normal incidence, together with Gaussian fits employed to extract the parameter values provided in Table II , as obtained by SRIM.
Ion implantation
We estimate the contribution of ion implantation to Eqs. (1) and (2) by evaluating the coefficients C impl ii for i ¼ x, y, as estimated within the continuum model of ion (self-)implantation put forward in Ref. [28] . The analytical derivations performed in that reference also require the use of the improved crater formalism described in Ref. [68] . The parameters which enter the final formulas of Ref. [28] which we are employing are as follows: the substrate atomic volume Ω provided in the first section of this appendix, the average implantation depth, a impl , and the longitudinal (α impl ) and transverse (β impl ) straggling lengths for the ion implantation. We use numerical values for these quantities, which are obtained from our SRIM simulations following the indications in Ref. [70] and are provided in Table III . As an illustration, Fig. 14 shows the space distribution of the final positions of ten-thousand 1-MeV Au ions implanted on Ti and Ti-6Al-4V under normal incidence, together with Gaussian fits employed to extract the parameter values provided in Table III , as obtained by SRIM.
Mass redistribution
We finally estimate the contribution of mass-redistribution currents to Eqs. (1) and (2) by evaluating the coefficients C CV ii for i ¼ x, y, as obtained within the three-dimensional generalization [17] of the original Carter-Vishnyakov [15] model, similarly to Ref. [70] . Specifically, we employ the formulas for C CV ii , with i ¼ x, y, which was used in Ref. [17] , with a correction factor f corr ðθÞ analogous to the one appearing in Ref. [70] , and which arises due to the decrease of the average travel distance of recoil atoms (δ) with increasing incidence angle. Employing the formulas in Ref. [70] , our SRIM data (three 10 5 -ion runs for each material) lead to the values quoted in Table IV Material Figure S1 a) shows small structures with a lateral size ≈ 0.7 µm and height 60 nm and a few larger structures at ≈ 2.5 µm and height 200 nm. In Figure S1 b), both shapes appear again, with an increasing number of larger shapes. Small structures have a lateral size ≈ 0.7 µm and height 80 nm; on the other hand, larger structures have a lateral size ≈ 2 µm and height 300 nm. Two or more asymmetric figures appear to merge laterally to form a longer chain-like structure. In Figure S1 c) asymmetric shapes begin to populate the surface, with lateral size ≈ 1.5 µm and height 500 nm. A decrease in number of nearly symmetric shapes occurs at this fluence. In Figure S1 d) asymmetric structures fill the surface and previously observed smaller symmetric shapes are absent. The lateral size of these large asymmetric structures is ≈ 3 µm with an average height of ≈ 1 µm. Saw-tooth like profiles with flat tops are obtained at this high fluence. These estimates are corroborated by the analysis of the Power Spectral Density Functions (PSDF) provided in Fig. S3 . 
